Teachers’ notes

Jack Fortune and the Search
for the Hidden Valley
Hello and welcome to the world of Jack Fortune! These notes will
give you some background to the book, and also suggest some ways
you might like to use it in the classroom.
—Sue Purkiss,

about sue purkiss
Alongside her career as a children’s book writer, Sue Purkiss – a
former educator and RLF Fellow – teaches creative writing and is
very involved with the Scattered Authors Society. She lives in Bristol
and enjoys drawing and singing in a choir.

A note from the publisher
We are delighted to be able to offer these teachers’ notes, written by
Sue Purkiss – we hope you find a home for them in your classroom!
We’d just like to take this opportunity to point you in the
direction of our website, where we’ve collected a wealth of Jackrelated resources for free. Alongside these teachers’ notes, we have
also compiled a Jack Fortune activity book for readers, with a word
search, labyrinth, and much more besides.
We also offer discounts on classroom sets – so if you’d like to
introduce Jack to your class, please contact us directly and we’ll be
happy to give you more information.

—Alma Books
info@almabooks.com
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The world of Jack Fortune

About the book

The book is set at the end of the eighteenth century. This was a
terrifically exciting time, when all sorts of discoveries were taking
place. It was the time of the Industrial Revolution: steam was the
new form of power; experiments with magnetism and electricity
were taking place; William Herschel and his sister Caroline were
building powerful new telescopes to explore the night sky, and Captain Cook was crossing the great southern ocean and discovering
new lands and new peoples.
At the centre of all this activity was Sir Joseph Banks. As a young
man, Banks went with Cook on his expedition to the South Seas.
He was the expedition’s naturalist, and it was his job to collect new
plants and to describe the places he saw and the people he met – he
was fascinated by the people of New Zealand, Australia and Tahiti,
and even brought back a friend from Tahiti to London. Back home,
he helped King George III to establish Kew Gardens, and sent plant
hunters all over the world in search of marvellous new plants to
bring back to Kew.
He became President of the Royal Society – a society to promote
science – which still exists today. He played a hugely important part
in encouraging new talent, introducing people to others with similar interests, and giving grants to people such as the Herschels, who
didn’t have much money of their own.

Jack Fortune, the orphaned son of a talented, charismatic artist,
lives with his Aunt Constance, his mother’s elder sister. He’s always
getting into trouble, and eventually Aunt Constance, who really
isn’t very fond of children, decides she’s had enough – it’s time for
her brother Edmund Pascoe to take over.
Edmund is a gentle, kindly man who enjoys pootling about in
his laboratory and writing scientific papers, and he likes a quiet life.
But just lately he’s become interested in the scientific discoveries
and excitement going on in the outside world. As a result, he’s suddenly decided to venture out of his laboratory and go plant hunting
in the Himalayas. So he tells his sister that he can’t possibly take on
Jack.
But she won’t take no for an answer. Jack, who has always wanted to be an explorer, is absolutely delighted, and can’t wait to set
off.
Edmund hopes, amongst other things, to find a very special kind
of rhododendron – a blue one. He has recently lost a good deal of
money, and he knows that if he can find such an unusual plant, he
will be able to sell it to wealthy people with gardens. Also, he hopes to
impress Sir Joseph Banks and perhaps even become one of his plant
hunters. He has heard rumours that the blue rhododendron may be
found in a hidden valley in the mountains of the kingdom of Hakkim.
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But when he reaches Changkot, the capital of Hakkim, it seems
that all his dreams have come to nothing; for the Maharaja of Hakkim, influenced by his adviser the Dewan – who seems to hate the
British – refuses to give him permission to go any further.
However, Jack manages to persuade the Maharaja to change his
mind – promising him that they will tread lightly on the land and
respect its customs.
They set off, accompanied by the Maharaja’s son Thondup,
and the head porter Sonam. At last, the adventure begins! But soon
things start to go mysteriously wrong, and Jack will need every bit
of his courage and ingenuity to deal with all the difficulties and
dangers he has to face.

Characters
Jack Fortune
Jack is lively and energetic, with a mind of his own and a habit of
getting into trouble. He can be stubborn – he blames his father for
taking his mother to Venice, where they both caught a fever that
killed them – and, although he has evidently inherited his father’s
artistic talent, he wants nothing to do with it, even though it would
be very useful to his uncle to have an artist on the expedition. He
sees himself as a brave explorer, and finds it hard to adjust when he
discovers that he’s actually terrified of heights. Gradually, he begins
to realize that everything is a bit more complicated than he had realized – but he also finds that he is able to draw on hidden strengths.

Edmund Pascoe
Edmund has never done anything adventurous up until now. He’s
always admired Jack’s father, who was a far more flamboyant
character. He desperately wants to pull off this challenge he’s set
himself – so much so that, when things go horribly wrong, he is
prepared to break his solemn promise to the Maharaja and set
foot on the sacred Mount Zemu for the sake of finding the blue
rhododendron.
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Aunt Constance
Aunt Constance is a formidable woman. She’s impatient with her
brother, whom she thinks is weak and weedy, she’s contemptuous
of Jack’s father, whom she sees as an irresponsible waster – and
she’s really had enough of Jack and all the trouble he causes. But in
the end she is quite proud of what he and Edmund achieve.

The Maharaja
Jack immediately takes to the Maharaja, and knows that he wants
this wise and thoughtful man to think well of him. In general, the
Maharaja is suspicious of the intentions of the British (quite correctly), but after listening to Jack, he believes he can trust Jack and
his uncle.

Discussion and activities
Reading
Read the scene in the library where Aunt Constance and Uncle
Edmund are discussing Jack’s future, unaware that he is hiding
under the table.
(Chapter Two, page 7)

1. How do Uncle Edmund’s feelings change as the scene
goes on?
2. What is Jack feeling?

The Dewan
The Dewan is the Maharaja’s trusted adviser. Nobody knows much
about him, or where he came from. He apparently hates the British – but, eventually, it turns out that he’s the one who shouldn’t be
trusted.

Read the scene where Jack and his uncle meet the Maharaja to try
to persuade him to let the expedition continue.
(Chapter Six, page 56)

1. What do you think the Maharaja thinks about these travellers
and their request?
2. What are his concerns – why is his first reaction to refuse
them permission to go on?
3. What are Edmund’s feelings as the interview goes on?
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Read the section before the avalanche where Uncle Edmund,
desperate because of the failure of the expedition, decides to break
his word to the Maharaja and venture onto the sacred Mount Zemu.

•

(Chapter Eleven, page 120)

they’ve arrived back in London. Write the article you would have
written telling your readers about these two remarkable people.
Write a story about a journey you know well – but add an event
that makes everything go wrong.

1. Why has Edmund changed his mind about going to
Mount Zemu?
2. What does Jack feel? With whom do his loyalties lie?
3. What are Thondup’s thoughts/feelings?

Activities
Plants

Writing
•

•

•

•

Aunt Constance has not enjoyed looking after Jack. But how
would she feel when he left? Relieved? A little bit sad now the
house is so quiet? Or overjoyed to be rid of him at last? Write
a letter Aunt Constance might have written to her best friend
after Jack has left.
Jack is excited about the adventures that lie ahead – but things
don’t work out quite as he’d imagined. Write a letter Jack might
have written from Calcutta to his friend Will Puddy, telling him
about his journey since he left Little Stinchcombe.
Uncle Edmund keeps a diary. Choose one of the disasters
that befall the expedition and write his diary entry for the
day after.
You are a journalist from The Times sent by your editor to attend
Edmund and Jack’s presentation to the Royal Society once
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In the Himalayas, Jack paints pictures of the plants they find: this
was very important at that time because there were no cameras,
so drawing was the only way to show people what the plant
looked like growing in its natural environment.
Often they could only take seed back – so the plant hunters really needed to be able to show people what the plant would look
like once it grew.
•

•

•

Plant some seeds and watch them grow. Try an avocado stone, a
grapefruit pip or a sunflower seed. Keep a record of progress by
drawing pictures of the plant as it grows.
The monks who live at the foot of Mount Zemu are expert in
the use of plants for medical purposes. Find an example of a
medicine that comes from a plant.
Draw or paint a picture of your favourite tree/plant/flower. Or
make a collage; scrunched up tissue paper would make a lovely
blue rhododendron!
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•

•

Plant hunters were amazing people! Find out more about them
and their expeditions. Here are some examples: the Tradescants;
David Douglas (surely the unluckiest plant hunter of them all:
if there was a storm, or a whirlpool, or a flood, he’d be there,
right in the middle of it); Robert Fortune (does his surname
sound familiar?); and Sir Joseph Hooker, who made a journey
very similar to Jack’s. Find out some of the plants they brought
back and make a display of your drawings of these plants.
Make a map of the world – and mark on it the places to which
the plant hunters you’ve researched travelled.

History and geography
•

•

•

Journeys
•
•

•

•

On a map of the world, track Jack’s journey – from England
to Calcutta, then north to Hakkim. (Hakkim is an imaginary
country, but it’s where Sikkim is, south of Tibet and east of
Nepal.)
Draw a map of Jack and Edmund’s journey in Hakkim. Add
little pictures and notes about what happens as they travel –
meeting the Maharaja in his room in the sky, the snakes dangling from branches in the jungle, a rope bridge, the rapids, the
yaks in the camp, and so on.
Design a game, similar to Snakes and Ladders, using the various problems and disasters – and the positive things – that happen. For example, “Yak attack – miss two turns”.
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•

The eighteenth century is famous for exploration, discoveries
and inventions. Look up Caroline and William Herschel, Kew
Gardens, Galvanism, Humphrey Davy – find out how they
changed the way people lived.
Frankenstein – by Mary Shelley – was inspired by experiments
with electricity at the time. Write a story inspired by one of the
discoveries or inventions you’ve researched.
Hakkim, the country in the book, is made up – but it’s loosely
based on the real country of Sikkim. Find out about the history,
climate and geography of Sikkim. Give a presentation on what
you’ve discovered.
Captain Cook and Sir Joseph Banks are famous for their expeditions to the Southern Ocean. Make a list of everything modern travellers have that they didn’t.
Imagine you are a sailor on the Endeavour, the ship on which
Captain Cook travelled to Australia – a continent he didn’t even
know for certain existed. Write a story about the expedition
and what it felt like to see land on the horizon.
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Jack Fortune
and the Search For
the hidden Valley

Sue purkiSS
An orphan child full of mischief,
Jack lives with his crotchety widow
widow aunt in eighteenth-century
England. His naughtiness knows
no limits, and when one day he
goes a step too far, Aunt Constance
decides that she’s had enough:
from now on, his bachelor uncle can take care of him. Uncle Edmund is in no way prepared for a boy with boundless energy and
an impish streak – and anyway, he’s off to the Himalayas to search
for rare plants! But Aunt Constance is absolutely determined, and
Jack’s uncle has no choice – he will have to take the boy with him.
What follows is a terrific adventure that will see Jack and his
uncle – the most unlikely of all expedition teams – sail to India,
cross the jungle and reach their mountainous destination, before
returning to London to present their findings to the Royal Society.
Along the way, Jack will finally come to terms with the great loss
that has blighted his childhood years and discover, quite unexpectedly, that he and his late father have much in common.
9781846884283 • 9–11 • 224 pp • RRP £6.99
pleaSe contact uS For diScountS and inFormation
http://almabookS.com/product/Jack-Fortune-
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